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Junior front- and back piece
(baby and adult lays to fold)
Sewing of French seams:
1.1) Place front- and back piece 
wrong- against wrong side
> Overlock edge (3-threads) or sew 
seams together with your sewing ma-
chine 4mm from edge

1.2) Iron seam to one side from the 
wrong side of the fabric

1.3) Fold in center of seam face to 
face and iron from the wrong side 

1.1)

Family Bedding
Sewing guidance
Duvet- & pillow cover

The procedure is the same no matter you sew baby, junior or adult bedding cover. Though be 
aware that the junior duvet cover front- and back pieces are to be sewn together where baby 
and adult lays to fold.

*The product is environment friendly digitally printed, which may result in a minor dispatch of 
marks and the measures directed in the text. 
In this case please use the marked measures.

Happy sewing!
*Please note; when in text referred to front- and back pieces, usually front is the piece with the 
logo and back the piece without (for both duvet- and pillow cover)

1.2) Seam allowance at face of fabric

1.3) Seam allowance covered by second 
fabric turn

Front piece

Junior-bedding front and back 
pieces: Overlock or stitch

Back piece
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1.4) Sew 6-7mm from folded edge 
and make sure to “capsule” the seam 
as shown. 

1.4) Seam stitched & seam allowance 
hidden inside French seam

1.4) French seam viewed from face of fabric

Seam allowance ironed to one side

Folded at seam and ironed

2.1) Back piece turned 3cm Baby / Junior / Adult 
Sewing zipper closure of pillow- and 
duvet cover

2.1) Overlock edges of pillow- and 
duvet cover front- and back 
> Fold & iron back piece 3cm 

*When ironing the fabric face, use a 
thin cloth to protect the colors

Front

Back 3cm
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Preparing the zipper (same proce-
dure for pillow and duvet zip)
2.2) Sew bartacks (stitching forwards 
and backwards  at both ends of the 
zippers, 2cm from edge and 3-4cm 
from first bartack stitch
> Cut edge of zippers as shown  
image C- B

> Change the sewing foot 
to a zipper foot

2.2) 

2.3.A) Image example of the pillow cover

Zip placed 1mm from fabric edge 
2.3.B) Finished result  

Passing the zip-slider:
> Stop sewing when slider is in front of zip-
foot >  make sure needle is placed in fabric
> Lift foot and drag slider behind foot
> Lower foot and continue sewing 

Stippled line showing where to cut of/ 
trim the zipper

*Please be careful not to open the 
zipper teeth’s (you may add a bart-
ack at the very end of the zippers)

Outermost zip edge

Zip sewn to 
back piece 
2mm from zip 
edge

Placement of zipper
Select the shortest zipper for the 
pillow cover and the longest for the 
duvet cover

2.3.A+B) Place the zipper along the 
back piece at the pillow- and the du-
vet cover 1mm from edge as shown 
> Sew the innermost edge of the zip-
per to the cover back piece 2mm from 
zipper edge

2cm 3-4cm

A 

B 

C 

Innermost 
zipper edge Outermost 

zipper edge
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2.4A) 

***For better image illustration of this process, 
the zipper edge has not been cut of yet.

2.4B) 

2.4C) 

3.1) Wash-labels   & sideflags  

Wash-labels and sideflags stitched or overlocked

All turned with facing outwards ready to be placed at beddings side seam

2.4D) 

2.4.A) Place front piece as it would 
look if already sewn
2.4B) turn inside out and place front 
piece edge approximately edge to 
edge with the zipper as shown at 
image 2.4B and 2.4C) 

Sew zipper to fabric close along zip-
per teeth’s from mark as shown at 
image 2.4D
 ***Be careful not to sew in the back 
piece as well

Wash-label & sideflag
2x wash-label and 2x sideflag made 
ready to be sewn within seams of pil-
low- and duvet cover. 
The wash-label is in both Danish and 
English writing. The sideflag can be cho-
sen in either Danish or English language.

> Change the zipper foot to a sewing 
foot

3.1) Fold wash-label and sideflag  face 
to face
> Stitch 4-5mm from edge (or overlock)
> Turn fabric face turned outside and 
iron

*Use a pin to make nice corners

Right side of fabric

Fabric back piece covering zipper

Left side of fabric

YOUR NAME
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4.1A) 4.1B) 

4.2) 

4.3A) 4.3B) 

French side seams
(same process at both duvet- and pil-
low cover)
4.1) At mark fold front piece, fabric 
turned wrong side against wrong side

4.2) Place wash-label between fab-
ric approximately 10cm from edge of 
both duvet- and pillow cover

> Overlock side-seams including 
edge of wash-label 

4.3) Turn fabric face to face and iron 
seam flat - make sure wash-label is 
placed as shown

4.3B) Place sideflag  inside/ between 
fabric as illustrated 
*Place it opposite logo to create bal-
ance (see next page 4.4) image C)

>Stitch 6-7mm from edge (same pro-
cess as at point 1.4). 
*Make sure sideflag is within the stitch 
as illustrated
See next page on finished result.

Stitch-line

Sideflag

Wash-label

Wash-label placed 
inside/ between fabric

Pillow-cover: 
Adult app. 15cm from edge
Kids app. 6cm from edge

Duvet-cover: 
Adult app. 25cm from edge
Kids app. 12cm from edge

App. 10cm

***For better image illustration of this process, 
the zipper edge has not been cut of yet.

Overlock side-seams

Fold fabric at mark

Close up of overlock 
process
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4.4) Result of sewing process for baby 
and junior pillow cover: >
(sewing result is same for the duvet cover 
and the adult bedding except for the place-
ment of the sideflags)

Congratulations! 
You are now ready to sew the 
matching bag :)

The Fabric Bag

The Strap
1.1A) Turn strap side-seams with 1cm 
seam-allowance as shown (no marks 
are added for this)
1.1B) Fold in center of strap wrong 
against wrong side and stitch 2mm 
from edge as shown at 1.1B)
> Prepare bag fabric before continuing 
with the strap:

The Bag
Ordinary seams   
(if you wish to sew with French seams 
follow duvet- and pillow cover sewing 
instructions )

2.1A) Fold bag face to face
> Sew 1cm seam-allowance and 
overlock edges

1cm folded
seam-allowance 

Strap folded at center and 
stitched

4.4) 

1.1A) 1.1B) 

A 

C 

B

D

2.1A) 

Bag folded, stitched and 
overlocked



2.1B) Sew a surface by flattening a 
triangular shape as shown at both 
ends of the bag:

3.1+2) Fold edge of bag 1cm and then 
again further 2 1/2cm (or at mark)
Bag and strap

Hand-stitch on spot attaching end 
of triangle to edge of side-seam

Fold stitched attaching strap..

..hereafter strap turned upwards 
and stitched as shown

3.3-4) Place 1cm seam-allowance of 
each side of the strap inside the fold-
ed edge of the bag as shown  
(To help you out, you can iron a fold-
line to indicate when 1cm is covered 
by the bags folded edge.) *Be AWARE 
not to twist the strap!
 
3.4) Stitch fold 2mm from edge while 
attaching strap to bag at both side-
seams (start sewing process from one 
of the side-seams)
3.6) Fold strap upwards and stitch as 
shown on both ends. 
3.7) Final result  
(bag is  to be ironed from wrong side 
or from face side with an additional 
cloth on top.)

Once more.. Congratulations! 
Now you have a matching bag! :)
Fold duvet- and pillow cover and 
place inside bag; a nice present for 
you or your loved once. 

1) 

3) 

4) 

7) 

2) 

6) 
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2.1B) 

3.) 


